hoped to offer some clues to the relation between head echoes and trail echoes. The results, however, show that like our UHF observations, the VHF echo characteristics cannot be extrapolated from observations using smaller radars. Some of the unusual characteristics are apparently due to the large antenna aperture used, which makes the radar very sensitive to faint meteors within a very small beam width. We briefly describe the radar systems and the data analysis procedure in section 2. Observational results are presented in section 3. Our emphasis will be on the VHF results since this is the first time that an aperture as large as 250 m in diameter has been used for VHF meteor observations. In section 4, we discuss some potential implications of the observation, and the major results are summarized in section 5.
System Parameters and Data Analysis
The two antennae that we used are the Arecibo UHF (430-MHz) and VHF (46.8-MHz) systems. The VHF radar is a "four-Yagi" point feed mounted concentrically with the UHF line feed. The two feeds share the same 305-m-in-diameter dish, with the UHF feed illuminating almost the full dish and the VHF feed illuminating 70% of the full dish. The system and relevant experiment parameters are listed in Table 1. During the observation, the two radars were synchronized by the same radar controller so that the interpulse period (IPP), pulse width, and sampling gate width were identical.
The observation was conducted on the night of September 29-30, 1994. In order to have a wider altitude coverage and a sufficient height resolution, we used a 5-ms IPP so that the tape drive could keep up with the data rate. Since the range resolution was 300 m, fast meteors without any trail may appear only once at each range gate. Such a setup dictates that we do not have the luxury of using multiple consecutive echoes in the same range gate for meteor detection like we did in our previous 430-MHz study [Zhou and Kelley, 1997] . With one point at one range gate detection, we ing perpendicular to the radar beam, it must be very rare. For a slightly oblique meteor, it is likely that a VHF meteor will physically cross over two range gates or more within the beam, thus lowering the number of meteors missed by the detection method.
Observations
The VHF echoes in our observation can be organized into three different types according to their range versus time characteristics, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 and Plate 1. Type I echoes, as shown in Figure 1 , are distinguished by an extended detection period (>200 ms) in only one or two range gates. Such echoes may or may not be accompanied by a head echo such as the one presented in Figure lb . Type 2 echoes exhibit a clear head echo followed by a longduration echo that extends over more than three range gates. Of the three type 2 echo examples presented in Plate 1, two of them exhibit a temporal gap between the head echo and the trail echo. The third type is illustrated in Figure 2a and is characteristic of a head echo. During the 7 hours of observation, the number for the type 1, 2, and 3 echoes observed by the VHF 
where H is altitude, in kilometers. Using equations (2) and (3), we can compare the reference e-folding constant with that of the measured one to infer whether an echo belongs to the classical underdense type or not.
In Table 2 , we list various measured parameters along with some theoretical calculations. The echoes are tabulated in descending altitude. The "figure" col- to calculate q/qtr to see if it is larger than one, which is a necessary condition for a trail to be overdense. In Table 2 , 'Cov is the duration time at which the power is approximately constant, and we assume this is the overdense duration time. For the echo shown in Figure  4b , we assume the overdense period is from 100 ms to 200 ms. In Figure 4c , the echo was saturated for the flat portion between 500 and 600 ms. It is possible that the actual echo power may not be the same during this period. If this is indeed the case, this echo may not be overdense. The q/qtr values without parentheses in Table 2 In addition, we note that the ratio of the head echo power to the trail echo power in type 2 echoes appears to increase with the line-of-sight velocity, as seen from Plate 1. However, since there are only three such echoes observed, this could just be fortuitous. Of all the 10 VHF type 1 and type 2 echoes, only one was accompanied by a weak UHF head echo. Although we believe that both type 1 and type 2 echoes are from relatively large meteors, it is likely that they were observed in the sidelobes of the UHF beam (and perhaps in the sidelobes of the VHF beam as well).
3.3ß Type 3 VHF Echoes and UI-IF (Head) Echoes
As we mentioned earlier, head echoes were the most abundant in our observation. An example of a head echo simultaneously observed by both the VHF and UHF systems is shown in Figure 2 . The VHF head echoes, in general, have a very large radial velocity, suggesting that their trajectories are usually not perpendicular to the radar line-of-sight direction. The much longer VHF echo extension can at least partially be due to the much larger beton width of the VHF system (see Table 1 for beam widths of the two systems). The characteristics of the meteor echoes detected by the UHF system are similar to those reported by Zhou and Kelley [1997] . In the present paper, we emphasize the characteristics of the meteors detected by the VHF system and compare them with those detected by the UHF system. In Figure 6 , we plot the hourly rate, altitude of detection, and SNR for the following four group of meteors: (1) those detected by the UHF system (430all or UHF meteors); (2) those detected by the VHF system (47all or VHF meteors); (3) UHF meteors The UHF meteor hourly rate shows a dramatic enhancement in the dawn hours, while such an enhancement is less prominent in the VHF data, as seen from Figure 6a . The ratio of dawn to midnight hourly rates may be indicative of the aspect sensitivity for radars having a very narrow beam and pointing near vertically, which apply to our observation. If a system is more sensitive to meteors having a trajectory perpendicular to the radar beam, the midnight and the midday rates are expected to be enhanced. On the other hand, if a system is more sensitive to head-on meteors, the dawn hourly rate is expected to be enhanced. This is because the heliocentric motion of the Earth tends to make the meteor atmospheric entry angle deep (i.e., close to the vertical direction) at dawn and shallow at midnight or noon. The fact that the dawn-to-midnight ratio of the VHF echo rate is It should be noted that our data-taking and meteor selection scheme may miss some of the cross-beam meteors for both the UHF and VHF systems. Since the percentage of cross-beam meteors (relative to the total number of meteors) is likely higher at midnight than at dawn hours, the dawn-to-midnight ratio of both the UHF and VHF systems can be affected by the beam width and the meteor detection criterion. However, as discussed in section 2, we do not expect the ratio to be changed to the extent of affecting the nature of the above argument. On the average, the UHF SNR is about 10 times higher than the VHF SNR for the common meteors, although some of the VHF echoes have an even stronger power return than the corresponding UHF echoes.
The standard deviation of SNR is about twice the average of the SNR for each category of meteors. It is of interest to note, from Figure 6c , that while the UHF common meteors have a much larger power than the average UHF meteor, this is not the case for the VHF echoes. One obvious reason is that since the UHF system is more sensitive than the VHF system, the common meteors have to be large enough to be visible to the VHF radar. When the common meteors are compared with other VHF meteors, the former are closer to the beam center and are likely larger than the latter when the antenna gain variation is taken into consideration. For those common meteors, the UHF and the VHF powers are not correlated, in general, as shown in Figure 7 . Although antenna pattern difference certainly contributes to the lack of correlation, it is also possible that the scattering mechanisms for the two radars may not be the same. Our observation has an implication on the design of meteor wind radars. When designing a meteor wind radar, one needs to consider the compromise between the beam width and the sensitivity, given the transmitter power. To increase coverage area, the antenna aperture (or equivalently, the gain) should be as small as possible. On the other hand, one would like to increase the aperture in order to detect smaller meteors also. Since our observation suggests that small meteors may not produce trail echoes, there is an optimal aperture to maximize trail echoes. Although we do not know the exact value of the optimal aperture, it is certain that a 250-m-diameter aperture is too large to be beneficial as a meteor wind radar. 
Summary and Conclusion
On the night of September 29-30, 1994, we con- gates), which we designated as type 1 echoes. The three other trail echoes, designated as type 2 echoes, showed a clear head echo followed by a trail echo extending over more than three range gates. Of the seven type 1 echoes, six of them showed smooth decaying before they became undetectable. The measured decaying constants were mostly comparable with theoretical underdense e-folding constants.
Although underdense diffusion appears to be the most visible characteristic of the type 1 echoes, overdense scattering and head echo scattering may also be important at the beginning part of three of the seven type 1 echoes. The echo power in the trail part of type 2 echoes showed large fluctuations, and the trail can simultaneously extend over a 3-km altitude range. These characteristics lead us to suggest that fragmentations may likely occur in type 2 echoes.
